
IPAnalyzer User documentation

Distribution

IPAnalyzer program is distributed as a source code package, usually in the form of gzipped tarball, 
but may utilize other formats. The package includes beside IPAnalyzer main program and three 
additional plugins. Sniffer plugin provides basic network sniffing capabilities and without similar 
plugin you will not be able to fully use the program. Other plugins include dnsrecognizer and 
httprecognizer, these plugins provide basic analysis and presentation of the data transported by 
their respective protocols (DNS, http).

Requirements

Runtime requirements

IPAnalyzer is able to run on both Linux (Unix) and windows platforms. However, with the provided 
sniffer plugin, elevated user privileges are necessary for network sniffing to work properly.

Qt

IPAnalyzer program and included plugins were developed using Qt toolkit, thus this toolkit is 
needed to successfully run the program. Qt version 4.5.X or later is required to compile the 
program. If Qt toolkit is installed as modules not all of them are required, and the requirements vary

for the IPAnalyzer program and the plugins, as is shown I the following table:

Program or plugin Qt modules

IPAnalyzer QtCore, QtGui, QtNetwork

snifferplugin QtCore

dnsrecognizerplugin QtCore, QtGui, QtNetwork

httprecognizerplugin QtCore, QtGui, QtNetwork

Note that these are only the direct dependencies of the program. These libraries may and do have 
their own requirements that have to be met before the program can be run.

Pcap

In addition to Qt toolkit snifferplugin uses libPcap, or its Windows equivalent WinPcap. This library 
also needs to be present in the system.

Other

During the compilation process standard tools like make (nmake on Windows), are used. 
Compilation environment including the compiler has to be set-up correctly.

Installation requirements

The program is distributed as a source code package and has to be compiled before installation and 
use, thus development versions of the above mentioned libraries will have to be provided. Most 
notably Qt development tools like qmake and moc (meta object compiler), need to be present in the 
system.



Compilation and Installation

Compilation

The package contains five Qt projects: analyzer, sniffer, dnsrecognizer, httprecognizer, and 
netsniffer. Netsniffer project is provided for convenience and builds the other four projects, rather 
than building its own binary. These projects should be compiled as any other Qt project by calling:

qmake

and if it completes successfully:

make release

or on Windows platform:

nmake release

Note that Visual Studio users may use provided Visual Studio solution to compile the project.

Binaries will be stored in the bin directory in either debug or release subdirectory, 
depending on the compilation mode used to compile the program.

Installation

There is NO installation necessary and the program can be run right after compilation. If you desire 
to have the program installed in standard system folders you will need to copy it there manually. 



Using the application

The first start

The first time you start IPAnalyzer you won't have any plugins loaded. Without plugins IPAnalyzer 
is of little or no use. Therefore the first thing you should do is familiarize yourself with the main 
application window and add a plugin or two. Plugins are added in the Options dialog on the tab 
Plugin Control.

Main application window

Main window of the application will look like this:

There are four areas within the window: Menu bar, Toolbar, Connection list, and Status bar.

Menu bar

Menu bar contains three separate sets of actions, each with its own drop down menu.

File Menu contains these actions:

Options: displays the Options dialog.

Exit: exits application.

Device contains actions controlling currently selected device. If there is no selected device they do 
nothing.

Start Capture, Stop Capture start and stop capturing on the selected interface.



Connection menu contains actions controlling one selected or all captured connections.

Details; If there is a connection selected and this connection was recognized by one of the 
recognizer plugins, a dialog containing detailed information about data in this connection is 
displayed.

Set Recognizer; If there was no recognizer assigned to this connection automatically it is possible to 
assign one manually using this action. List of available recognizers is displayed and you are free to 
choose one, including No recognizer. Note that if there was automatically selected recognizer and 
you select  No recognizer your election will probably be overridden next packet arrives to this 
connection.

Close Connection; Marks selected connection as closed (green colour). Note that connections might 
be reopened if they receive another packet.

Kill Connection; Marks connection as dead. Dead connections are automatically removed from the 
list of connections if the Auto Remove Dead options is checked (default: on), otherwise they stay in 
the list and are marked as dead (blue colour).

Close All; Same as Close Connection but it applies to all connections.

Kill All; Same as Kill Connection but it applies to all connections.

Remove Dead; Removes all connections marked as dead (blue colour) from the list of connections.

Auto Remove Dead; When turned on this option causes all dead connections to be removed 
immediately after reaching dead state. Default state is on, and the application will remember state of 
this option.

Toolbar

Some of the menu actions are accessible directly on Toolbar, these include:

Start Capture, Stop Capture, Details, Options, Close All, Kill All, Remove Dead

Toolbar also contains one additional tool that is not accessible through menu and that is Device 
Selector. 

Device selector offer the list of available network interface (real or pseudo), that the program is able 
to start sniffing on. If the same devices are available next time the application starts, it will 
automatically select the last used device.



Connection list

Connection list displays some basic information about every captured and monitored connection.

These information include Network Information, Packet Information, Comment.

Source and destination host (in the form of DNS name, if that is available, or IP address) and port 
together with identification of the IP transport layer protocol are displayed as Network info in the 
first column of the connection list. In the current stage IPAnalyzer recognizes only TCP and UDP 
protocols. As UDP connection is hard to define, in this program all UDP datagrams that travel on 
the same route are considered to belong to the same connection.

Packet information are displayed in the next two columns. Packets column displays total number of 
packets received and its tooltip offers the same information in bytes (or MB, GB, …). Speed 
column presents actual speed (bytes captured in the last second).

Information in the last column depends on the selection of plugins that are used by the application.

If the connection was recognized and is being analysed by one of the recognizer plugins, the 
recognizer produced information will be displayed here. Otherwise simple “Not recognized” text 
will be displayed. Tooltip offer the name of the recognizer that is monitoring the connection.

Status bar

Status bar offers some statistics on the ongoing sniffing session, or some additional info about the 
selected action.



Option dialog

The content of the option dialog might vary as plugins are free to add their own options. However 
two option tabs controlling the main application will be always there; Plugin Control and DNS 
Cache.

Plugin Control

Plugin control is the place where plugins are added and removed. It displays list of all added 
plugins and their status. Added plugins as well as their respective status will be saved when 
application exits and restored on the next run. If the plugin for some reason can not be loaded error 
will be displayed.

Error on wrong plugin



DNS Cache

DNS Cache tab contains the view on the captured DNS entries. These entries are used in connection 
view to display DNS name instead of IP address. Not e that only one name per IP address is stored 
and will always be the last captured one. Below the view are basic actions that control the built-in 
DNS Cache. Progress bar on the left displays the number of entries in the cache and the maximum 
number of entries that would fit in the cache. The slider to the right is used to set the cache capacity, 
leftmost position is 10, rightmost 1000.

Entries in the list might be selected by clicking on them. It is possible to select more than one entry. 
All selected entries can be removed using Remove Selected action and the cache is cleared using 
Clear All action.



Plugin Documentation

sniffer plugin

Sniffer plugin uses libPcap (or WinPcap on Windows) library to capture packets. Besides providing 
devices for the device selector it has no other user accessible or controllable parts.

dnsrecognizer plugin

Dnsrecognizer plugin watches DNS communication, and is capable of mining the IP-DNS name 
pair from A and PTR responses to DNS request. It uses central DNS Cache to store this data. This 
plugin contains no user controllable part whatsoever.

httprecognizer plugin

Httprecognizer plugin watches analyses HTTP communication, it parses requests and if any 
response arrives, the plugin stores its data. In addition to simple comment that describes each 
recognized HTTP connection, the plug-in offers a detailed view of the captured data.

By double-clicking on the recognized connection a detailed view is showed.

The view consists of two parts. On the left side is a list a captured HTTP connections, each 
connection is displayed with the list or requests captured on this connection. This list shows usually 
only the connection that was selected when this dialog has been displayed. On the right side is a 
preview window, it renders data that were captured as a response to the selected request.

It is possible to switch the list to the full view mode. In this mode it displays all captured 
connections.




